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Abstract
The aircraft industry focuses a large portion of its resources on tool control during
the assembly of aircraft. Tool control is a strict process that demands time from the
assembly process. This time is removed from the value-added time spent actually
assembling the aircraft. A study at Lockheed Martin conducted in the Spring of 2016 is
discussed that examines the time spent on tool control. Tool control is necessary in
aircraft assembly to prevent tools from entering compartments of the aircraft. If such an
event occurs, the tool may damage the aircraft. All aircraft assembly processes must be
tool controlled, and to retain as much efficiency as possible, the tool control process must
be implemented carefully in the context of the assembly organization.
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I INTRODUCTION
The aircraft production industry faces a multitude of unique challenges. Many
aircraft are produced for governments around the globe, produced at multiple facilities
across the United States, and the margin for error is miniscule. Further, one of the most
pressing issues faced by the aircraft production industry is that of tool control, which
plays a role in all phases of aircraft production and assembly. To discuss tool control, an
understanding of the impact of foreign object damage (FOD) is necessary (FOE QuickStart Guide). Foreign object damage can cause catastrophic failure in aircraft during the
operational phase. Tools used during the assembly of aircraft are potential FOD and must
therefore be accounted for. A control system is necessary to ensure the loss of tools inside
aircraft is avoided to the best of an organization’s abilities.
II THE IMPORTANCE OF TOOL CONTROL
Tool control is a strict process in the assembly of any aircraft. Mechanics in an
assembly plant must be absolutely sure that all tools they use in during work make their
way back to the toolbox from whence they came. If a tool is not returned to a toolbox and
becomes unaccounted for, assembly in that area should halt until the tool is retrieved.
Such a scenario should be alarming as the tool has a high potential to cause FOD. FOD is
damage resulting from an object entering a compartment of aircraft where no object is
intended to be. The tool may have fallen inside a such a compartment on the aircraft
being assembled. In such a scenario, the tool must be retrieved.
2.1 THE NECESSITY FOR TOOL CONTROL
As previously discussed, any tool that becomes unaccounted for has a high
potential to cause FOD. FOD can be absolutely destructive for an aircraft, possibly
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causing catastrophic failure, such as a Non-Recoverable-In-Flight Shut-Down (NRIFSD)
(Bloomfield). An NRIFSD occurs when an aircraft is forced to ground due to a failure in
the flight system, which can result in loss of life. Catastrophic failure may be avoided
with strict tool control during aircraft assembly. When loss of life is at stake, all chances
of FOD must be eliminated to the fullest extent possible. Aside from possible loss of life,
damage to an aircraft is expensive. If an aircraft engine is damaged, the cost can easily
run into the millions of dollars.
2.2 THE EFFECTS OF POOR TOOL CONTROL
One occurrence of catastrophic failure due to FOD is discussed by pilot Bob
Bloomfield in the magazine “Flying Safety.” He discusses an instance when a nut broke
through the screen meant to filter lubricant before going into a pump on an F-16 fighter
jet. The nut lodged into the pump and prevented the lubricant from reaching the engine,
causing the engine to cease operation. This incident resulted in an NRIFSD. Since the F16 only has one engine, the plane had no choice but to return to the ground immediately.
In this case, the pilot was lucky enough to have a nearby runway to bring the aircraft to a
landing (Bloomfield). If a runway had not been near, the aircraft may have been forced
into a crash landing.
The origin of the nut cannot be determined beyond a reasonable doubt. The nut
causing the damage may have detached from the aircraft, been picked up on a runway,
been forgotten by a mechanic during repairs, or any number of potential cases. Each of
these cases have practices to aid in their avoidance, but the nut may also have been left in
the aircraft since the production phase. This case demonstrates the importance of FOD
elimination during all phases of an aircraft’s lifecycle.
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III EFFECTS OF TOOL CONTROL ON PRODUCTIVITY
Tool control is a strict practice, and as with any business activity, if a process is
strictly controlled, productivity may suffer. Process control requires that processes be
checked thoroughly to maintain control. This process of careful monitoring adds time to
the process, without increasing time spent on value-added work. In aircraft assembly, this
observation holds true. In fact, control in aircraft assembly tends to be stricter than most
industry processes.
During a study at Lockheed Martin conducted by a team of students from
Kennesaw State University, man hours spent on retrieving tools from automated
dispensing units (ADUs) was found. ADUs are discussed further in section 4.2. The man
hours are a result of mechanics leaving their work area. Mechanics are leaving their work
area to retrieve tools from tool controlled boxes spread out across the forward assembly
area. The forward assembly area is divided spatially into work areas, known as task
centers. Each task center has a specialized set of tasks mechanics must perform during
the assembly process. Figure 1 shows the man hours mechanics spent away from their
task center retrieving tools during the assembly period of one C-130.
It must be noted that this is the cumulative man-hours, summing all time accrued
during trips for each mechanic. The data used here was collected from October 2015 to
February 2016. Analysis of this data shows which task centers are spending the most time
retrieving tools. Ideally, these numbers should be zero, and every mechanic has the tools
they need to accomplish their tasks within their task center. Limitations on incorporating
new tools into the system prevent such a scenario from being possible. Each new tool that
enters the system must be serialized to allow the ADU to track when the particular tool is
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present or checked out by a mechanic. ADU space is limited, and preparing the space in
the ADU is difficult. A compartment fitting the tool must be cut into the drawers to
prevent a tool from moving when the drawer is open or closed.

Time Spent Away From Work Area
Per Aircraft
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Figure 1. Time Spent Away From Work Area.

IV CURRENT TOOL CONTROL MEASURES IN THE INDUSTRY
While tool control has been discussed in the context of its role in the productivity
of an assembly line, there will now be a discussion of the technology and processes
currently used for tool control. This will allow for an understanding of the processes that
are implemented to ensure tools are accounted for. This will serve as a precursor the
discussion on lowering man hours spent in travel time.
4.1 CHIT SYSTEM
Using standard tool boxes fitted with compartments, a tool control system can be
managed using a chit system. A chit is small identification card holding a mechanic’s
name. When a mechanic needs a tool, they remove the tool from a compartment in the
tool box, and place a chit in the empty compartment. If the tool is not returned to the
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compartment, then management may look at the chit left in the compartment and attribute
the missing tool to the mechanic printed on the chit.
The shortcomings of a chit system are related to its analog nature. First, if another
mechanic uses a tool box where a chit is dwelling, then the second mechanic may bump
the drawer, and the chit may be ejected from the compartment. If this occurs, and the chit
is not found and replaced in the compartment, then the accountability of the mechanic
with the tool has been removed. The second issue is related to data gathering. Modern
systems, such as the system observed in the study in section III automatically generate
data in an electronic database about tool usage. Manual data collection will be necessary
if such data is desired with a chit system.
4.2 AUTOMATED TOOL CONTROL SYSTEMS
A modern approach that has been implemented into facilities such as Lockheed
Martin, is the use of automated tool control systems. The previously mentioned ADUs
are considered automated tool control systems. Such systems automatically detect when a
tool has been removed or returned to the tool box. This allows a computer to monitor for
missing tools, rather than humans, making the detection of a lost tool much faster. In the
forward section of the C-130 assembly floor at Lockheed Martin, where the study was
conducted, such a system is in place, mixed with a classic chit system. To remove tools
from an ADU, a mechanic scans their employee ID card to access the tool box. This tells
the system whom will be removing the tools while the tool box is open. Next, the
mechanic removes the needed tool, and a switch is flipped (shown in figure 2), indicating
the tool is out of the box. To lock the box again, the mechanic simply closes the drawer
or cabinet. To return a tool, the process is the same, but the switch is flipped the opposite
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direction when the tool is replaced, indicating the tool has been returned.

Circuit
Complete

To System

Tool
Removed
Circuit
Incomplete

Weight
from Tool

To System

Figure 2. Simple Switch Logic

While this system is far faster, keeps better track of tools, and generates data
automatically, there are costs and difficulties associated with such a system. As with the
analog chit system, the issue of closing a drawer too forcefully still exists, and a tool can
be knocked off the switch. This will indicate a false checkout for the employee with the
box open. Another issue is incorporating new tools into the system. In order to do so, a
hole must be cut into a foam layer inside the drawer intended to keep the tools in place.
Cutting these holes takes time and precision, and if the drawer is already configured for
other tools, the entire layer may need to be removed, and a new one cut from scratch.
Another, perhaps larger issue, is a migration from an old system (chits, personal
tools, and personal toolboxes). In “Aviation Week & Space Technology,” Heather
Baldwin points out the issues with implementing an automated system and shifting the
culture of the workplace. She says “companies that currently use technician-owned tools
must plan…to make the shift to company-owned tools.” Later in the article, Peter Fuchs,
who is a principal at aerospace management consultancy Acuitant, says, “[w]hen you
have people who have invested $15,000 to $20,000 in their own tools and you have to tell
them to take them home, that can be a problem” (Baldwin). Lockheed Martin has begun
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to implement such a system, but still many legacy containers and processes remain.
Lockheed will have to face these issues as it continues to implement this modern
solution.
ADUs are definitely the solution the aerospace industry is moving toward in the
fight against FOD resulting from lost tools. Companies like Lockheed Martin will have to
face the challenges with not only the worker culture surrounding tool usage, but also
implementing the system without decreasing efficiency. Even with ADUs on the
assembly floor, mechanics do not always have the tools in the area they are needed.
ADUs must be placed strategically, having the right set of tools inside so the mechanic
can readily access them.
4.3 RFID TOOL TRACKING
Radio-frequency Identification (RFID) is a method used to electronically tag
objects and recognize their unique signature. Using a small GPS tag, the location of the
tool can also be determined. While costly, this makes an excellent tool tracking process.
Tools are tagged with chips, which tell the exact location of a tool at any time on the
assembly floor. If a tool were lost inside an aircraft, the tool’s signature and location
would be precisely known, and the removal process would be less costly.
Such an RFID-based system was released by the PinPoint™ Group in 2012. This
is the first system of its kind for tool control. Such a system allows real-time tracking of
the tools and their locations. The system can be managed and configured in real-time at
any computer terminal on the system (PinPoint™ Tool Control System Launched for
Aerospace Manufacturers, Maintainers and Operators Worldwide).
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V ANALYSIS OF DATA IN LOCKHEED MARTIN STUDY
During the study conducted at Lockheed Martin, a dataset generated by the ADUs
in the forward assembly area of the C-130 was analyzed. This was done to find the cost
associated with mechanics travelling to ADUs in various locations. Lockheed Martin
approved the study, desiring to quantify lost productivity time due to time spent travelling
to pick up tools at ADUs outside mechanics’ task centers. Ideally, a mechanic should not
have to leave the task center, but this is not the case on Lockheed Martin’s C-130
assembly floor.
It is not the tools mechanics use at the company causing lost productivity, but
rather the tool control system monitoring the tools. Having more tools increases the
chance that one may become FOD. With tool control placing a limit on the number of
tools, certain task centers simply do not have to the tools that are required at any given
time. In a scenario where the needed tool is in an ADU outside the task center, the
mechanic must leave the work area and retrieve the tool. This is an inevitable part of such
a controlled tool system, however, Lockheed Martin found that the cost associated with
lost production could be lower.
5.1 THE DATA SET
Table 1 shows a sample of the data considered in the study. Each line of data
represents a tool checkout or check-in, which is indicated by column three labelled
“TypeDescription.” ISSRT indicates the tool has been removed from the toolbox at the
time and date in column two, “Transdate,” and RETN indicates the tool has been returned
to the box. The column labeled “Description” gives a brief description of what the tool is,
“Employee Number” gives the identity of the employee (actual identities withheld), and
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“Task Center” indicates from which task center the employee is travelling for the
checkout. Other columns have been omitted as they do not pertain to the study.
5.2 TRANSLATING DATA INTO ADU TRIPS
The data shows when tools are checked in or out, but the study is concerned with
the number of trips employees are making to ADUs. To find this, the data was rearranged
to represent trips with the highest amount of accuracy that could be achieved with such
data.
To look at each line of data as a trip in the original data is an invalid approach, as
closer inspection shows that multiple tools were checked in or out within a few moments
of one another, indicating this likely took place during the same trip. To obtain an
accurate cost model, the lines of data following the line representing the initial trip were
eliminated. With the extra lines removed, a single line of data was left to represent one
trip from the listed task center to the ADU. However, even after removing these lines,
some of the lines did not represent a trip from a task center to an ADU.
Many lines of data representing trips fell within a timespan that made it
completely feasible that a mechanic visited two or more ADUs in one trip while away
from their task center. For each occurrence of such data points, two scenarios were
considered. The first scenario, a mechanic went from the task center indicated to the
ADU indicated, then back to the task center. On the next data line, the mechanic went
from the task center to the next ADU, then returned to their task center. However, a
second scenario occurred in which the mechanic travels from the task center to the ADU
indicated, then to the ADU in the next line of data, then to any sequence of ADUs given
sufficient time to make such a trip.
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Crib
4144
4144
4144
4262
4262
4358
4148
4148
4148
4148
4148
4148

Transdate
9/1/15 4:54 AM
9/1/15 4:54 AM
9/1/15 4:54 AM
9/1/15 4:50 AM
9/1/15 4:50 AM
9/1/15 4:46 AM
9/1/15 4:41 AM
9/1/15 4:41 AM
9/1/15 4:22 AM
9/1/15 4:22 AM
9/1/15 4:22 AM
9/1/15 4:22 AM

Description
RIVET GUN 3/16 PNU, PG, .401 SHANK

TypeDescription
ISSRT

DRILL MOTOR,90 DEG,PNU,SPND THD(F)1/4-28,6500 RPM,
DRILL MOTOR,90 DEG,PNU,SPND THD(F)1/4-28,6500 RPM,

ISSRT
ISSRT

C-130 STRUCTURES TOOL KIT

COUNTERSINK STOP MICRO 5/8 CAP 1/4-28 THD 3-1/4-3-

COUNTERSINK STOP MICRO 5/8 CAP 1/4-28 THD 3-1/4-3-

ISSRT
ISSRT
ISSRT

DRILL EXTENSION FOR THREADED SHANK TOOLS
DRILL EXTENSION FOR THREADED SHANK TOOLS

ISSRT
ISSRT

AWL HARDENED 3-1/2 X 6-1/2 OAL

BUCKING BAR

DRILL MOTOR, PG, PNU, STD DUTY,CAP 1/4, 2800 RPM
DRILL MOTOR, PG, PNU, STD DUTY,CAP 1/4, 2800 RPM

ISSRT
ISSRT
ISSRT
ISSRT

Task
Center

8TM

Employee
Number
3

6EM

6EM

6EM

6EM

6EM

6EM

8TM

6JM

6JM

8TM

8TM

3
3
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

6EM

6EM

1
1

AWL HARDENED 3-1/2 X 6-1/2 OAL

AIR BLOW GUN, OSHA APPROVED, STD. LENGTH

ISSRT
ISSRT

9/1/15 4:22 AM
9/1/15 4:21 AM

4148
4148

6EM

6EM

1
1

AIR BLOW GUN, OSHA APPROVED, STD. LENGTH
SEALANT GUN, PNU WITH HOSE ASSY, 6 OZ CAP

ISSRT
ISSRT

9/1/15 4:21 AM
9/1/15 4:21 AM

4148

4148

Table 1. Sample Data from Lockheed Martin Study
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The two scenarios have widely different costs associated with them, so a
distinction was to be made between the two when building the cost model around the
data. To distinguish between the two, the time between all nodes (task center, 1 st ADU,
and 2nd ADU) must be known. Once known, this time can be compared to the amount of
time it takes a mechanic, on average, to walk between these nodes. To find the time it
takes a mechanic to walk between nodes, a to-scale facility map was created.
Using the scaled facility map, paths between all nodes could be mapped and the
distances each measured, without the need to physically measure the paths in the facility.
Nodes were treated as task centers and ADUs. Paths from each task center to each ADU
were considered, as well as all possible paths between ADUs. With these distances
known, an average walking pace, based on historical data, could be used to approximate
the time associated with each path. Now the time of each arrival can be observed and
compared to the distances between various nodes. For instance, if an employee visited
another ADU shortly after visiting the initial ADU, it can be determined if enough time
had passed to assume the worker went back to their task center in the interim.
To account for instances of data where the time shows the mechanic at a single
ADU within seconds of being at that same ADU, the extra lines of data could be
eliminated, effectively creating a single line of data that accounts for that trip. Using this
logic to analyze the data allows the number of trips to be determined, as well as how
those trips occurred. With the logic behind the model understood, an algorithm became
necessary to apply the logic to each line of data in the data set.
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5.3 COST MODEL ALGORITHM
An algorithm was written to sequentially analyze each line of data for the data set.
The algorithm was written based on the logic discussed in section 5.2. The full Visual
Basic code can be seen in Appendix A. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode for the algorithm.
After running this algorithm on the data set, the time associated with each trip was
determined. These results were mentioned in section III and are summarized in figure 1.
VI IMPROVING PERFORMANCE OF TOOL CONTROL SYSTEMS
While tool control has become increasingly sophisticated in the past decade,
maintaining efficiency in production with the implementation of modern systems is a new
challenge to be faced. Proper implementation of modern tool control systems ensures the
system remains efficient, or becomes more efficient. Heather Baldwin claims that the
implementation of automated systems can increase productivity up to 4%, but this is
assuming the system has been effectively implemented (Baldwin). Effectively
implementing such a system is difficult unless the entire assembly process is halted to
allow time for the system to be implemented in the most optimal fashion.
6.1 TOOL PLACEMENT
The first issue management faces when implementing a tool control system is
where to place the tools. The tool boxes themselves will likely be placed as close to work
areas as possible, but only a limited number of boxes can be placed at each. After
placement of the tool boxes, a decision must be made of what tools will go in them. A
simple answer is to place the tools most needed in a work area in the boxes inside the
work area, but again, the number of boxes a work area can contain will be limited by
space and cost. Another straightforward answer is to place the tools most used in that
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Routine 1 (Condensing trips to one line)
For each row of data
{
current_time equals time of current line
next_time equals time of next line
If (next_time – current_time is less than a minute AND the ADUs are the same
AND the days are the same AND the employee is the same)
Then
The next data line is removed
Earliest departure time is set to next time
row_count is increased by 1
Else
Earliest departure time is set to final row removed time
row_count is set to 0
}
Routine 2 (Determine path taken and cost associated)
For each row of data
{
current_task_center = task center of current row
next_task_center = task center of next row
current_adu = adu of current row
next_adu = adu of next row
current_time = time of current row
next_time = time of next row
earliest_departure = earliest departure of current row

adu)

adu)
2
adu)

If (count = 0)
Then
For all node distances
{
If (First node = current task center AND Second node = current
Then

Distance of trip is set to distance between node 1 and 2
}
For all node distances
{
If (First node = current task center AND Second node = current
Then

Current transit time is set to distance between node 1 and

Else If (First node = next task center AND Second node = next
Then

Next transit time is set to distance between node 1 and 2
*Time* is set to the sum of the current transit time and next transit time
If (next_time – earliest_departure is greater than *Time* AND the employee is
the same)
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Then

node 1 and 2)
Else
current_adu)

count is increased by 1
For all distances
{
If (First node = current_adu AND Second node = next_adu)
Then
Distance of trip of next line is set to distance between
}
count is set to 0
For all distances
{
If(First node = current_task_center AND Second node =
Then

Current distance is set to current distance plus the
distance from node 1 to node 2
}
}
Figure 3. Pseudocode for Cost Model

work area, but precisely which tools those are varies over time. Most, if not all, aircraft
assembly plants build more than one variation of the aircraft the line is designed for.
Based on what aircraft model is on the line at any given time, different tools may be
needed in varying locations.
While placing boxes in work areas and filling them with the tools most needed in
this task center cannot be accomplished perfectly, it can be accomplished with a certain
degree. The engineers tasked with implementing such a system are responsible for
finding the arrangement that is best suited for the environment in which the system is
implemented.
6.2 KITTING
Another process for easing the implementation of an automated tool control
system is the use of tool kits. Tool kits are standard tool boxes filled with tools for a
particular purpose. Tool kits can be arranged in such a manner that all the tools inside are
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for one specific task. In the Lockheed Martin study, mechanics use operational procedure
cards (OP cards) to modularize tasks to be performed on the aircraft throughout
assembly. If tool kits are designed to be checked out with exactly the tools needed to
perform an OP card, the mechanic can check out all tools needed in one trip. A problem
in such a system arises when a tool inside a kit is needed for a separate OP card, and the
mechanic is forced to check out the entire tool kit for just the single tool required.
In order for tool kitting to increase performance, the implementation would
require an ample supply of tools inside the kit to be available for single checkout, in the
case they are needed for a separate operation. This can be difficult since there are
hundreds, if not thousands of OP cards. Only kitting for critical OP cards that require a
large amount of tools could help reduce the number of hours spent travelling for tools by
a large enough margin to justify its cost.
6.3 TOOL KIT INTERACTION
Workers lose some of their time when they interact with ADUs. Some difficulties
include trouble scanning their ID card, problems keeping tools in place so the system
registers them, and finding the tool they need. So, besides optimizing the paths taken by
mechanics, it is a worthwhile to invest in optimizing the interaction process with ADUs
for mechanics. This can be accomplished by organizing ADUs in a more intuitive manner
so mechanics know exactly where to find the tool that is required and carefully
constructing the ADU so tools will stay securely in place when placed inside the device.
VII CONCLUSION
Tool control is a critical process in the assembly of aircraft, but the effect it has on
productivity cannot be avoided. Facilities that assemble aircraft can only make the system
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as efficient as possible within the context of their organization. Through the study at
Lockheed Martin, insights have been gained into how to start this optimization process.
The culture of the workforce must shift entirely, new systems must be put into place,
mechanics must be trained for the new system, the optimal tool placement must be found,
and the cost of man hours spent retrieving tools must be monitored and controlled very
carefully. As aircraft assembly moves into the future, new challenges will certainly arise,
but tool control will continue to be at the forefront of the current issues the industry faces.
This issue can only be tackled using sound engineering techniques and careful
consideration.
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IX ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Baldwin, Heather. "Tooling Along." Aviation Week & Space Technology (2014). Web.
Baldwin discusses the struggle of tool control throughout many operations. She
claims this is a people problem, mired in human error and laziness. Baldwin places
emphasis on the shift in culture of the workplace to implement modern tool control
systems. She references a principal of an aerospace management consultancy, Peter
Fuchs, who says “Today, tool control is an honor system and a manual process. Most
operations still use personally owned tools, and tools often go missing. Compliance is
uneven[.]”
Baldwin claims electronic tool control system can boost the productivity of an
aircraft assembly line by 4%. The article continues with discussion of the difficulties of
modifying the workplace culture to fit such electronic tool control systems. During the
study at Lockheed Martin, these problems are readily seen. The workplace culture is very
interactive, and discussions about tool control are constant. When the team went for
impromptu interviews with mechanics, they echoed the sentiments in Baldwin’s piece.
Bloomfield, Bob. "How Effective Is Your Tool Control Program?" Flying Safety (1999):
20. Web.
In this article, Bob Bloomfield is recounting a FOD related catastrophic failure he
encountered during his years as a pilot. He tells his story and then poses the question
“How effective is your tool control program?” His intent is clear: manage your tool
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control program effectively, or even experienced pilots like himself can suffer the
consequences. Luckily for Bloomfield, the aircraft was able to safely land, but it was a
close call. The single cause was FOD inside the engine.
Stories like this accentuate the importance of tool control and why, even though it
can make a process slower and inefficient, it must be a high priority in aircraft assembly.
"FOE Quick-Start Guide." Lockheed Martin, 2013. Web.
This guide is provided by Lockheed Martin to give information during the
training of employees for FOD awareness.
"PinPoint™ Tool Control System Launched for Aerospace Manufacturers, Maintainers
and Operators Worldwide." PR Newswire 10 December 2012. Web.
This article simply announces the launch of a tool control product line taking
advantage of RFID and GPS technology to make an effective tool control system. It has
been included to show that such technology exists and is becoming practical for
implementation.
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X APPENDIX
10.1 APPENDIX A: VISUAL BASIC CODE
Sub remove_redundant()
Dim i As Long
Dim aMinute As Double
Dim current As Double
Dim nextNum As Double
Dim rowCount As Integer
aMinute = 0.000694444
rowCount = 0
For i = 2 To 183848
current = Cells(i, 3).Value
nextNum = Cells(i + 1, 3).Value
If (nextNum - current) < aMinute _
And Cells(i, 1).Value = Cells(i + 1, 1).Value _
And Cells(i, 2).Value = Cells(i + 1, 2).Value _
And Cells(i, 6).Value = Cells(i + 1, 6).Value _
Then
Cells(i + 1, 8).Value = "True"
Cells(i, 9).Value = Cells(i, 3)
rowCount = rowCount + 1
ElseIf rowCount > 0 _
Then
Cells(i - rowCount, 9).Value = Cells(i, 3).Value
rowCount = 0
End If
Next
End Sub
Sub cost()
Dim i As Long, j As Long
Dim count As Integer
Dim currentTime As Double
Dim nextTime As Double
Dim earliestDepart As Double
Dim currentTC As String
Dim nextTC As String
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Dim currentADU As String
Dim nextADU As String
Dim currentTransitTime As Double
Dim nextTransitTime As Double
Dim time As Double
Dim cribTripCost As Double
For i = 2 To 31033
currentTC = Cells(i, 7).Value
nextTC = Cells(i + 1, 7).Value
currentADU = Cells(i, 1).Value
nextADU = Cells(i + 1, 1).Value
currentTime = Cells(i, 3)
nextTime = Cells(i + 1, 3)
earliestDepart = Cells(i, 9)
If count = 0 Then
For j = 2 To 743
If Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 1).Value = Cells(i, 7).Value _
And Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 2).Value = Cells(i, 1).Value _
Then
Cells(i, 10).Value = Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 5).Value
End If
Next
End If
For j = 2 To 743
If Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 1).Value = currentTC And
Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 2).Value = currentADU _
Then
currentTransitTime = Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 4).Value
ElseIf Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 1).Value = nextTC And
Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 2).Value = nextADU _
Then
nextTransitTime = Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 4).Value
End If
Next
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time = currentTransitTime + nextTransitTime
If (nextTime - earliestDepart) > time And Cells(i, 6).Value = Cells(i + 1, 6).Value
Then
count = count + 1
For j = 2 To 743
If Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 1) = currentADU And
Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 2) = nextADU _
Then
Cells(i + 1, 10).Value = Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 5)
End If
Next
Else
count = 0
For j = 2 To 743
If Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 1) = currentTC And
Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 2) = currentADU _
Then
Cells(i, 10).Value = Cells(i, 10).Value +
Worksheets("DistancesList").Cells(j, 5)
End If
Next
End If
Next
End Sub
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10.2 APPENDIX B: SCALED FACILITY MAP, LOCKHEED STUDY
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XI GLOSSARY
ADU: Automated Dispensing Unit, a modern solution to tool control and tracking. These
units automatically log when a tool is removed and placed inside.
Aircraft Lifecycle: The period of time from the moment an aircraft begins being
produced until it is retired.
Chit: Small card with employee identification credentials that is placed in a tool
compartment to indicate the mechanic has checked out that tool. When the tool is
returned, the mechanic recovers the chit and replaced the tool.
FOD: Foreign Objects and Debris or Foreign Object Damage.
GPS: Global Positioning System, such a system is used to determine a location on the
surface of the Earth.
Man-Hours: Hours worked by individuals. These are different because they can be
accrued and can occur more quickly than real time.
NRIFSD: Non-Recoverable-In-Flight Shut-Down, a scenario in which an aircraft is
forced to shut down and has an absolute zero chance of recovering a standard state of
flight.
OP Card: Operational procedure card. A card stating an operational procedure for a
mechanic to take to achieve a certain task in the assembly of the aircraft.
Pseudocode: Code-like words used to design an algorithm without writing in the syntax
of any given programming language. Often written in plain language to allow anyone to
understand a given algorithm in the context of its linear operation.
RFID: Radio-frequency Identification, a method of having a small device emit a radio
frequency that has unique properties, thus allowing the unique identification of its source.
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Task Center: An area on an aircraft assembly production floor designated for mechanics
to perform certain tasks on the aircraft being assembled.
Tool Control: The method used in the aircraft assembly industry to control where tools
are located. This prevents the tools from becoming lost, which can be catastrophic if the
tool finds its way into an aircraft on the assembly line.
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